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Le 's Talk
SELECT THE RIGHT SUBJECTS TO SECURE YOUR FUTURE

Education is transformational, education is emancipative and education is
empowering! Indeed so! We have witnessed a paradigm shift in educational
practices over the past two decades. From being a one-way teacher-driven
process to an interactive democratic process, the meaning of education has
drastically changed. However, the primary intent of the process remains
exactly what it was even a century back and that is to prepare global citizens,
who can take human civilization to newer heights.
However, is the process so simple? Nope, it really is not and that is exactly why failures abound in the
educational sector. Campus suicides, academic depression, peer pressure, the encompassing and at
times maddening rush to achieve excellence make education as much a feared entity as it is an
aspirational entity.
Fortunately, though, learners can themselves make education truly empowering and enriching. The
starting point can be as simple as selecting the right trajectory. The School of Liberal Studies (SLS)
under Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University (PDPU) in Gandhinagar has always believed in imparting
freedom to its learners. It has always inspired its learners to follow their hearts. However, as liberating as
it is, there is always a distinct possibility of learners selecting the wrong subjects in the process. At times,
learners go by what people tell them to do rather than going by what they are comfortable doing. Here
comes the question of selecting major and minor subjects. Before we delve any further, it is essential to
understand as to what major and minor subjects are. In very simple terms, a major subject is the primary
subject that a learner has chosen for completing his/ her degree. Thus, it is safe to assume that a major
subject is what will form the future educational path of a certain learner. However, for the sake of holistic
knowledge, learners also have to select minor subjects, which are ancillary subjects that complement the
major subject.
It is, however, very important to be pragmatic while selecting the major and minor subjects. A learner
should ask himself/ herself as to what he/ she is comfortable with and what gives him/ her the academic
kick before embarking onto any subject. After he/ she selects the major subject, it is advisable that he/
she picks up minor subjects that can complement the major subject. Let us take an example. If one
selects economics as a major subject, he/ she can be at a distinct advantage if he/ she picks up public
administration for public administration distinctly complements economics in the professional circuit. At
some universities, major subjects are also termed as Honours subjects purely to emphasize on the
importance it assumes in the academic journeys of the learners. Generally, learners do their postgraduation in the subjects that they pick up as their major subjects. Some universities harp on getting at
least 50 percent marks in the major subject for postgraduate admissions. Thus, it is a prerequisite that a
learner makes a complete analysis of what can drive his/ her future before selecting his/ her combination
of subjects.
Now, the question persists! What if a learner is unable to judge for himself/ herself as to which subjects
can drive his/ her career! Under such rare circumstances, a learner should go for a detailed psychometric
test in order to determine his/ her primary competencies. Many organizations provide the results of
psychometric tests based on some fundamental testing parameters. It is important
to understand here
that it is better to wait for some time and make the right choice than
hastening it up and repenting for
the remainder of one’s life.
Have a great read!
Amrita Chakraborty
Editor, SLS Mirror
Lecturer, Media & Communication,
SLS, PDPU.
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Key E ents of SLS

GREEN TEACHERS TRAINING PROGRAMME

Rapporteur: Dr. Ritu Sharma

6-8 May. 2019: Green Teachers Training Program was successfully organized by Green Mentors in
Association with School of Liberal Studies (SLS), PDPU. This three days national level training
program was attended by approximately 60 delegates from different states of India. Program was
coordinated by Shri Virendra Rawat, Director, Green solutions & private Ltd., Dr. Ritu Sharma and
Prof. Nigam Dave, Dean & Director, SLS, PDPU.
In this three days training program, the resource persons from various fields were Mr. Santosh
Gupta - Centre for Environment Education - CEE-West, Ahmedabad; Dr. Akash Davada- Scientist of
GERMI; Renowned Theater Celebrity Walter Peter; Himanshu, CII - Indian Green Building Council –
IGBC; Dr. Ritu Sharma, Associate Professor, PDPU; Nikunja Gujar- Emoticons Ind; Amit Kumar
Doshi - Vardhman Environmentech; Hriday Ray - TARA Machines & Tech Services Pvt. Ltd.; Niket
Shah Mechatronik Technologies Pvt. Ltd.; Pravinsinh K. Solanki, National Institute of Design, India;
Swetal Shah, Technical Adviser, Climate Change Dept., Govt. Of Gujarat; Prarthi Shah, Gujarat
Vidyapith and Bhavini N Parikh. They shared their valuable knowledge, experience and wisdom with
the attendees. This was the first Edition of Green Teachers Training Program organized at PDPU
Gandhinagar. All the delegates are now certified as Accredited Green Teachers. Valedictory
ceremony was graced by Prof. Tarun Shah, Registrar, PDPU.
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7TH STUDY IN INDIA SHORT TERM 2019 PAN INDIA PROGRAM
Psychology, Gender and Policy Perspective in Indian Culture

Rapporteur: Rhicha Tripathi SLS’16, Hitesh Ganwani SLS’16, Hiteshree Dudani SLS’16,
Anushka Sharma SOT’18.
29 Apr. - 11 May, 2019: The School of Liberal Science, Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University
organised its 7th Study in India (short term pan India) Program from 29th April 2019 to 11th May
2019. The aim of the programme focused on the module of ‘Psychology, Gender and Policy
Perspective in Indian Culture’. Delegation comprising 10 members from Canada-India Center of
Excellence, Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada were a part of this programme. Prof. Nigam Dave,
Director & Head, Office of International Relations (OIR), Program chairs Dr. Ritu Sharma, Ms. Neeta
Khurana and Dr. D. Sriram, with a team of student coordinators Ms. Rhicha Tripathi, Mr. Hitesh
Ganwani and Ms. Hiteshree Dudani along with the OIR team including Mr. Martin Santhan, Project
Coordinator weaved this three-credit course. The objective of this course is to provide students with
a practical overview of the cross-cultural facets in context to processes and issues which they must
understand to manage people, behaviour and policy along with close interaction with the Indian
society to understand Indian Culture. The program has been designed with intensive and rigorous
training for 97 hours spread across two weeks and 7 cities of India.
The first day of their visit to India started with some informal interaction with the student
coordinators, campus visit and shopping in the Ahmedabad-1 mall. They students were surprised to
see that there was not much difference in the malls of India and Canada.
The next day i.e. 30th April, 2019 began with a lecture about the foundation and history of India by
Dr. Anurag Srivastava, Assistant Professor at PDPU. The delegates found the session very
interesting as through it they were introduced to India’s rich history and famous personalities of
India. The orientation session took place after the lecture, in which the CICE delegates were briefed
about the program details, safety measures and the expectation from the attendees’ side at the end
of the program. The orientation session was followed by a Formal Welcome Ceremony. The
delegates were introduced to Dr. C. Gopal Krishnan, Director General, PDPU, Dr. Nigam Dave,
Director & Head, OIR and Mr. Gagan Aggarwal, India Associate, CICE. Ms. Jeena George, Trade
Commissioner Assistant, Global Affairs Canada also joined the ceremony. Before lunch they had a
lecture with the team from Innovation and Incubation center, PDPU and how they encourage
students to think out of the box to begin a start-up. After the lunch the delegates were taken to
Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India, Gandhinagar for a session on Entrepreneurship in
India and a campus visit. The day ended with a dinner at Rajwadu, to give them a feel of authentic
Guajarati culture and cuisines.
The day-three began with a visit to the kitchens of Akshay Patra Foundation, followed by a visit to
the Hare Krishna Temple. On there way back to PDPU the delegation visited the Adalaj Ki Vav
(Adalaj Stepwell). They had the evening for themselves and then they were taken for the Night
Heritage walk.
On the fourth day, as a part of Industrial visit, they visited the Amul Dairy and Chocolate Plant
located in Anand. They also attended an academic lecture on Indian Business Structure and
Corporate Culture of Cooperatives. As a part of another buddy activity, the PDPU volunteers
organized a dance workshop for the students of CICE in the evening.
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On the fifth day, after a lecture on Urban Planning and campus visit by Mr. Subhrangsu Goswami, at
the Center for Environment Planning and Technology, Ahmedabad, the delegation proceeded for
their trip to Lokniketan Trust which is an NGO involved in teaching students at a school and
undergraduate level. They had their first interactive lecture by Mr. Kiran Chavda on Perspectives on
NGO Management in Rural India. There the delegation enjoyed meeting the children.
The next day i.e. 4th of May, they went for a trek in Sembalpani. At the top of the cliff, the students
were guided to an area which contained a peculiar painting, depicting an ancient human and their
livestock. This cave painting is said to be four-thousand-year old. The delegation showed great
enthusiasm during the whole trek even after getting tired. When the trek was over, the students
journeyed back to Lokniketan trust, from where they again left for Ahmedabad.
On day 7 the delegation from CICE travelled to Dehradun. In the evening, after some rest, the
delegation along with the student coordinator Ms. Rhicha Tripathi and PDPU faculty Dr. Sriram, set
out to visit Tapkeshwar Temple, one of the most famous temples dedicated to Lord Shiva. On next
day, the delegation visited the beautiful and lush green campus of Forest Research Institute and
their museum. Thereafter, they had a session with Mr. Kapil Joshi, IFS and Chief Conservator of
Forests of Uttarakhand Forest Department. After lunch the group travelled to Rishikesh, where they
journeyed to the famous Beatles Ashram, through the Ram Jhula over river Ganga. The evening
ended with the delegation attending the famous Ghat Aarti of river Ganga and a lavishing dinner at
the Beatles Café.
The ninth day had another industrial visit to THDC India Ltd in Rishikesh and a lecture on CSR
activities by Mr. Shailendra Singh. then the group visited a dam under THDC. Following the lunch,
the group headed to Haridwar, where they enjoyed a three-hour long Jungle Safari at the Rajaji
National Park. On the next day the moved on to Delhi.
The delegation along with Dr. Sriram arrived in Delhi on 8th May (i.e. Day 10). After a delightful
lunch and some rest, the group set out to explore the famous Cannaught Place Market of New Delhi.
Next day, delegation departed early morning for Agra and visited the Agra Fort and the Taj Mahal.
According to them this was one of the most beautiful places they visited ever in the world.
Delegation spent lot of time clicking pictures with World famous Taj Mahal. On their last day in India
they attended a lecture by Ms. Meenakshi Batra, CEO, Chaity Aid Foundation India at CAF India
office. The program ended with the delegations giving their presentations on learnings drawn
through the course. Students from CICE received certificates for completion of the course in the
Valedictory Ceremony on 11th May, 2019 which was followed by a concluding session by Dr. Sriram
Divi. In night they departed from Delhi for Ottawa, Canada with several memories and life long
learnings to cherish forever.
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DAY 1

Delegation from CICE and SIP team

Delegation at Ahmedabad-1 mall

DAY 2

Morning academic lecture with
Dr. Anurag Srivastava

Academic Lecture at EDI

Kitchen visit at Akshay Patra Foundation

Formal Welcome Ceremony

DAY 3

Dinner at Rajwadu

Lecture with Prabhu at Akshay Patra Foundation
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Delegation at Adalaj Ki Vav

During Night Heritage Walk Ahmedabad

At the end of Heritage Walk

DAY 4

CICE delegations at Amul Chocolate Plant

Dance Workshop as part of Buddy Activity

DAY 5 and 6

Campus Vist at CEPT, Ahmedabad lead by
Mr. Subhrangsu Goswami

Acedemic Lecture with
Mr. Kiran Chavda at Lokniketan

CICE delegations and PDPU students durning the
Sembalpani Trek

DAY 7 and 8

CICE delgations and PDPU student at Tapkeshwar
Temple, Dehradun

FRI museum, Dehradun
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Dr. Sriram presenting a memento from PDPU to
Mr. Kapil Joshi IFS, Dehradun

Delgates at Beatles Ashram, Rishikesh

Canadian delegates with Dr. Sriram
at Ganga ghat, near Ram Jhula, Rishikesh

DAY 9

Group at Ganga Ghat for Ghat Aarti

Academic Lecture at THDC India Ltd in by Mr.
Shailendra Singh

Delegation with
Dr. Sriram at Barrage Dam

During Jungle Safari at Rajaji National Park

DAY 10, 11 and 12

Delegation with Dr. Sriram at India Gate, New Delhi

Group at Red Fort, Agra
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Delegation at Taj Mahal

Valedictory Ceremony after academic lecture at
CAF India, New Delhi
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THESIS WRITING WORKSHOP

Rapporteur: Dr. Annie Rachel Royson
15 May. 2019: A thesis writing workshop was conducted for the School of Technology (SOT),
PDPU, on Wednesday, 15th May 2019. The day-long workshop was conceptualized keeping in mind
the writing needs of doctoral candidates registered at SOT. Doctoral Committee meetings and PhD
seminars are designed to provide feedback on a graduate students’ work from the perspective of
disciplinary research. However, these sessions do not provide much insight into the act of writing the
thesis itself, which is a major aspect of successfully completing a PhD. The writing workshop was
organized with a view to provide basic insight into the skill-set required to successfully begin and
complete the writing process. The workshop was designed as a hands-on writing exercise where
participants wrote a section based on their research and one-to-one feedback was provided, in
addition to general guidelines.
Registrations were invited from doctoral students of PDPU to participate in the workshop. Thirty-six
candidates registered themselves. Out of these, twenty were selected to participate in the workshop,
based on their year of registration in the PhD program. The number was limited to 20 in order to
facilitate hands-on writing and one-to-one feedback from the resource persons.

The event commenced at 10 am, as per schedule, Dr. T.P. Singh, Director, SOT, inaugurated the
event with a speech on the importance of writing skills in effectively conveying research to a wider
readership. The first session was conducted by the invited expert, Professor S.R. Joshi. Professor
Joshi initiated the workshop by covering some general guidelines and salient points to remember
while writing a thesis.
Professor Subhash R. Joshi retired as Group Director, Social Research Group at Development and
Educational Communication Unit (DECU), Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO),
Ahmedabad, India. He is currently a freelance Consultant for Social and Communication Research.
He has held important positions in several satellite based communication projects including Kheda,
Jhabua Communications Project, studies on Edusat, Telemedicine. He is a Founder Member of
‘Audio Video Communicators for Development and Education (AV-CODE)’, an NGO engaged in A/V
training, research and content generation programmes, and has numerous publications to his credit.
The second session was conducted by Dr. VSKV Harish, Assistant Professor, SOT. Dr. Harish
walked the participants through the process of conducting and writing a literature review. This was
followed by a writing session where participants worked on their literature reviews with feedback
from the resource persons.
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The first session post-lunch was conducted by Professor Pradeep Mallik, School of Liberal Studies
(SLS). Professor Mallik explained the significance of identifying the argument of a thesis in order to
effectively communicate one’s research. He also conducted a short activity where participants had to
formulate a thesis statement and an argument for their theses, followed by feedback from Professor
Mallik.
The next session was conducted by Mr. Sandeep Pathak, Assistant Librarian, SLS Library. Mr.
Pathak spoke about issues of plagiarism, including self-plagiarism. He also explained how similarity
checks are conducted by the University library through software such as Urkund and Turnitin, and
clarified doubts that the participants had about plagiarism checking software. This was followed by a
short input from Dr. Harish to complete the discussion on literature reviews. The participants then
went on to do another hands-on writing activity with resource persons providing feedback.

The event concluded with participants providing feedback on a form that was provided to them,
followed by high tea. The participants found the workshop to be of relevance and helpful in solving
their writing problems. They were especially benefitted from the practical writing activities and
personalized feedback, in addition to the sessions on literature review and argument formulation.
Participants suggested in their feedback that future workshops should devote more time to practical
writing sessions.
The workshop was anchored by Dr. Annie Rachel Royson. Aspects of language and grammar in
thesis writing were addressed by Dr Niyati Shah-Trivedi and Dr. Royson.
Organizing Team
1. Mentor: Professor T.P. Singh, Director, SOT
2. Professor Pradeep Mallik, SLS, PDPU
3. Dr. Annie Rachel Royson, SLS/SOT, PDPU
4. Dr. V.S.K.V. Harish, SOT, PDPU
5. Dr. Niyati Shah-Trivedi, SLS, PDPU
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Activities by Various
Departments of SLS

VACHIKAM: A DRAMATIC READING OF THE PLAY

Rapporteur: Dr. Niyati Trivedi
1 May. 2019: Department of Languages, Literature and Aesthetics organized ‘Vachikam – A
Dramatic Reading’ of the play on May 1, 2019 by the Master of Arts (English) students. It was Prof.
Nigam Dave’s suggestion that the students who study a course on Literature and Theatre Arts
should also receive an insight of the process of performance. Taking this in positive stride, the
Master of Arts students under the guidance of Mr. Chintan Pandya, a visiting faculty and an artist
himself, prepared the first act of the play ‘Six Characters in Search of an Author’. The play is
authored by a very famous 20th century Italian playwright Luigi Pirandello.
Vachikam is one of the four different kinds of abhinayas mentioned by Bharatmuni in Natyashastra.
As part of the academic course ‘Literature and the Theatre Arts’, students were exposed to the
process of performance. Vachikam provided students with an experience of how to emote various
expressions through voice. In the process, students learnt different ways of dialogue delivery, voice
culture, insight into the psyche of the characters, coordination with other actors and musician,
projection of different moods and age of the characters.
The performance was well appreciated by the audience.
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THE SCHOOL OF LIBERAL STUDIES (SLS), PDPU HOSTS A TWO-DAY WORKSHOP
ON VIDEOGRAPHY

Rapporteur: Ms. Amrita Chakraborty
2 May. 2019: The School of Liberal Studies (SLS) under Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University
(PDPU) hosted a two-day workshop on videography for all the students of Mass Communication at
its Gandhinagar campus.
Ms. Amrita Chakraborty, Lecturer of Media and Communication coordinated the event. The
workshop is being delivered in collaboration with Annapurna International School of Film and Media
(AISFM) in Hyderabad. The two expert faculty members of AISFM, who are delivering the workshop,
include M.V. Raghu, the Head of the Department of Cinematography and Raman Iyer, an Associate
Professor of Cinematography.

Mr. Raman Iyer conducting lecture

Ms. Amrita Chakraborty Delivering the Welcome Note

Mr. M.V. Raghu demonstrating to the students on various
types of shots

Students Practicing with Chroma Screen

The session commenced at 10:00 a.m. on May 2. The workshop included the theory and operations
of video camera (Sony PXW), the usage of teleprompter while shooting, the operation of the
Production Control Room, Chroma shooting and the usage of Tricaster Vision Mixer and basic
visual/ film language. The workshop was greatly appreciated by the students, who are studying
Electronic Media as a part of their elective and major papers.

The School of Liberal Studies is well equipped with a state-of-the-art media lab, which was
inaugurated on January 7 this year. The lab has all the latest gadgets, required to deliver practical
training to students, who aim to pursue higher education in media studies.
Some of the equipment that have been installed in the lab include a Sony PXW Video Camera, a
Teleprompter, a Production Control Room (PCR), a motorized Chroma curtain, a Tricaster
Vision Mixer, a Yamaha Sound Mixer, a Voiceover unit with Intel 8th Generation Chip,
Analog-HDMI-SDI Converters, Collar and Regular Microphones and an Adobe Video
12

Capturing and Editing System.

PDPU Faculty Members with AISFM Faculty

Group Photo After the Validictory Seccion

At the end of the second day, Ms. Chakrabory delivered the vote of thanks to the audience. Prof.
Pradeep Mallik, HOD of the Department of Languages, Literature and Aesthetics felicitated the
instructors with memento.
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SUMMER INTERNSHIP 2019: LEARNING EXPERIENCES OF SLS STUDENTS AT IHD,
NEW DELHI

Rapporteur: Kshitij Shah, Economics Major, Batch 2016, SLS
3 – 28 Jun. 2019: The Institute for Human Development is one of India’s major research think tanks
at New Delhi. It is a not-for-profit organization that aims and work towards the welfare of the society.
It is a diverse organization with researchers working extensively in the fields of ICT, Employment,
Education and many more. The team of Lead-researchers themselves come from varied and diverse
fields of social sciences. It was a major opportunity for us to work under such dynamic and
intellectual mentors.

Aaizaz Patel, Shagun Tatia and Kshitij Shah were selected from School of Liberal Studies, PDPU to
work as research interns at Institute for Human Development, Delhi. Our tenure for this internship
was from 3rd of June 2019 to 28th of June 2019. We were delighted to know that we were the
youngest interns at their institute till date. During our induction week we were introduced to different
projects that required help. Thereafter, based on their understanding of our core interests and
capabilities we were assigned to different projects. Despite being the youngest interns, we had an
added advantage of knowing the basics of Econometrics and data analysis software SPSS which
helped us during the course of the internship.
Role in the internship:
Aaizaz and Kshitij were assigned to aid in the research conducted by Dr. Balwant Singh Mehta. He
has done extensive work in the fields of ICT and Employment. We helped him with literature review
for his upcoming research paper on the Multiplier effects of ICT sector in India with the help of InputOutput Matrix. We further helped him with his other projects on the women unemployment and
Economic vulnerabilities in the state of Jharkhand. He was a truly inspiring man with a huge
repertoire of knowledge.
Shagun was assigned to aid in the ongoing research of Dr. Tanuka Endow. She assisted her on the
project of Multiplier Effect of increasing female Employment: Assessing impacts in the urban center.
She performed field work for this project and understood the tactical problems one might face while
collecting data from primary means. She further worked on organizing data in the SPSS software for
another project titled, Tribal People Chanter on Education.
The overall experience at the institute was highly educational and practical for all three of us. We got
an opportunity to understand exactly how the things we learn in theory are applied in the real world.
Within a month we bonded well with the IHD family. We hope that our contributions made in this brief
tenure will help the projects reach their respective objectives. The IHD mentors not only taught us
practical skills but also gave us life lessons that will stay help us excel in the long run. We would
like to thank our economics professor & coordinator, Training & Placement Cell,
Dr. Nausheen Nizami who not only helped us find this opportunity but also recommended us
14
to this institute.

Faculty Achie ements

DR. NAUSHEEN NIZAMI

Dr. Nausheen Nizami was awarded a research grant of ten lakh rupees (INR 10,00,000/- ) from
Indian Council of Social Science Research (ICSSR) under the recently introduced IMPRESS
Scheme which aims at Impactful Policy Research in Social Sciences (IMPRESS). The topic of
proposed research is ‘Home and Community Based Long-term care for Elderly and Family caregivers in India’. The duration of the research project is of two years. Dr. Nizami is the Co-Project
Director and is undertaking this project in collaboration with Dr. Tripathi, Project Director, Central
University of Gujarat.

DR. RITU SHARMA

Dr. Ritu Sharma was invited as a resource person for the lecture on ‘Green Teachers Training &
Mental Wellbeing’ in a three days National Level Training Program for the accreditation of Teacher
from different states of India held from 6 to 8 May, 2019 at PDPU.

Dr. Sharma also published the following research paper:
Barot S. & Sharma R., Perception about fear of Crime among the tourist in India: An Exploratory
Contribution published in the Journal of Emerging technologies and Innovative research, Volume 6,
June 2019.
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DR. SITAKANTA MISHRA

Dr. Sitakanta Mishra participated in a two-day Workshop and Table Top Exercise on ‘Probabilities
and Routes of Escalation to Conventional and Nuclear War in South Asia’ organised by Stimson
Center, Washington DC during June 20-21, 2019.

Dr. Mishra was invited to review the report on ‘Nuclear Security Governance in India: Institutions,
Instruments, and Culture’ by Center for Global Security and Cooperation, CMC, Sandia National
Laboratories, New Mexico, USA.

He wrote a Book Chapter published on ‘Pursue a Triangular MIRV Restraint Regime in Southern
Asia’, in Michael Krepon et al., edited Off Ramps from Confrontation in Southern Asia, Stimson,
WDC in May 2019.
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MS. AMRITA CHAKRABORTY

Ms. Amrita Chakraborty published the following research papers on Digital India:
a) Chakraborty, A. (2019, May). Digital India Campaign and Indian Women: A Critical Study.
International Journal of Research and Analytical Review: E-ISSN 2348-1269, P- ISSN 2349-5138,
6(2), 249-251.
b) Chakraborty, A. (2019, April-June). Uncovering The Twitter Priority Of Digital India Initiative
Over A Period Of One Year From November 21, 2016 To November 20, 2017. International Journal
of Advance and Innovative Research (ISSN: 2394 - 7780), 6(2 (XVIII)), 73-85.
c) Chakraborty, A. (2019, April-June). Cashless Economy and India: A Feasibility Analysis Vis-ÀVis The State Of Digital Divide. International Journal of Advance and Innovative Research (ISSN
2394 - 7780), 6(2 (XXXII)), 81-84.
d) Chakraborty, A. (2019, May). Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) Vis-a-Vis Digitally Empowered
India: A Brief Analysis. RESEARCH REVIEW International Journal of Multidisciplinary (ISSN 24553085), 4(5), 1359-1361.

DR. HIREN SOLANKI

Dr. Hiren Solanki attended a one-week national workshop on ‘Metadata Management and Open
Source Discovery Systems for Libraries’ organised by Information and Library Network (INFLIBNET)
Centre, Gandhinagar, Gujarat from 24th – 29th June 2019.
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MR. SANDEEP PATHAK

Mr. Sandeep Pathak attended a one Week Faculty Development Programme (FDP) on ‘Effective–
Quality Research Paper Writing and Publishing in High Impact Journals, Research Methodology’,
Organized by NCRD's Sterling Institute of Management Studies, Mumbai.
This FDP have covered a number of sessions on various topics like how to avoid plagiarism, how to
identify ‘predatory journals’, ‘editor and reviewer expectations from researchers/ scholars / faculties,
live demonstration – Mendeley Desktop (Reference Management Tool), active participation in
discussion, knowledge gathering and development of new research paper and the likes. Dr. Rudra
Rameshwar from Thapar University was the facilitator of the programme.

Disscussion and Presentation

Mr. Pathak Receiving the Certificate of the Programme

Group Photo
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PDPU NCC Programme

NCC COMBINED ANNUAL TRAINING CAMP (2019-20)

Rapporteur: NCC Cadet of PDPU
8-18 Jul, 2019: The NCC combined annual training camp was organized in Law Garden,
Ahmedabad from 8th to 18th July, 2019 where sixteen students from PDPU participated. The course
was conducted in coordination with Ms. Khushali Purohit from the School of Liberal Studies, PDPU.
The cadets included cadet Apoorva, cadet Lassyah, cadet Bhargavi, cadet Raashi, cadet Neha,
cadet Shuchi, cadet Trisha, cadet Heena, cadet Zalak, cadet Shrishti, cadet Kashvi, cadet Purva,
cadet Monal, cadet Dhimahi, cadet Dhruti and cadet Srushti.

Their routine started from 6 a.m. onwards every day. From 6 a.m. to 7 a.m., they had drill and from 7
a.m. to 7:50 a.m. they had breakfast followed by drill till 9 a.m. From 9 a.m. they attended lectures
pertaining to the topics that come for the respective certificate exams. At 10 a.m. the cadets had tea
time and lunch was from 1:30 p.m. onwards. Post lunch, it’s a break time till 4 p.m. The activities in
the evening consists of lecture and games followed by NCC song and dinner.

The lectures included classes on rifle training, demonstrations of the weapon, map reading and
national integration. Sessions by guest lecturers includes topics on human rights, Digital India,
women empowerment, human behaviour, plastic waste management, girls hygiene and the likes.
Students were divided into different groups according to their age. This also helps in segregating the
cadet into groups such as Junior Wing, Senior Wing, Junior Division and Senior Division. The cadet
is also divided into groups by the name Alpha, Bravo, Charlie and Delta. Each group were
assigned duties and PDPU girls undertook the duty of guarding the girls hostel as well as the
NCC flag area with great enthusiasm.
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The instructors from ‘NCC Exchange Participants Association’ came for taking a special program for
NCC cadets. Such training are usually given only in the Republic Day Camp (RDC) or in a national
camps. The instructors were ex-NCC cadets who had earlier gone for NCC exchange. This program
concentrated on the communications skills and personality development of cadets. It was an
extremely interactive program. The cadets learned with fun and interaction and they believe that it
was one of the best training in the entire programme.

The training included many competition for the cadets. Some students were taken to a village in
Gandhinagar for cleanliness drive where a street play was conducted to highlight the importance of
rejecting plastic to save earth. Tree plantation was also a part of the activity.
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In the last day the group collected a full vehicle of waste plastic which were sent for recycling. It was
an initiative by the 1st Gujarat Girls Battalion. The flag off was done by respected mayor of
Ahmedabad city - Ms. Bijal Patel. This was followed by cultural events and dinner.

Achievement: Shuchi Patel won the first prize in Medal Debate Competition.
Experience shared by the participants from PDPU :
●
“The CATC was one of the greatest thing where we learnt our very first lesson of discipline,
respect and living with a proper time table. We are very sure of continuing this as we felt so good
doing it there. Everything that we learnt there was very useful and it was one of the greatest
experience.”
---T S Approva
●
“First I wasn't that excited as we had to miss few of our holidays and go for the camp and we
did not get much great reviews about it. After we went there, the wake-up time, sleeping and all was
a bit difficult. But as time went on we were put into a different routine itself. We all got so used to it
that even without an alarm we could get up. Sitting under the tree for lectures was the best part. I
loved it when we all sat under the tree for lectures. This was one of the best experiences and
I would try my level best to continue this routine.”
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-Lassyah

●
“At home living with so much facilities and all of a sudden you have to wait for brushing your
teeth, taking a bath or using toilet and be it even to wait for washing our plate after eating and for
filling water. But after two days we never even felt like we were at a different place. We got used to
all these things. Taking up different duties, adapting with the surrounding and mingling with
extremely new people were not that difficult. The routine was so good that it set one of the best
lifestyle for us. The training with the Exchange Participant Association (EXPA) team was real fun.
The team was really very friendly also. The games that we played with EXPA was good as we could
make some real nice friends over there. People were real nice over there, so much warmth and love.
We made so many memories over there that we really wanted to stay there even after the camp was
over. We are really looking forward to next camp.”
-Heena Shekhawat
●
As a person, I feel being in NCC has made me stronger. I have gained more perseverance and
more patience. NCC has grinded me for tougher situations to come in life.
-Neha vyas
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